Recap: n-m-v-x

Practice the letters you learned in the last lesson by tracing and then filling the lines with letters n, m, v, and x.
This lesson covers the rest of the alphabet, starting with the letter p. Follow the steps to learn how to write the letter p.

Practice writing the cursive letter p in a word. Try to make the circle touch the half-way line every time.

**Try writing these words: pat, apple, pipe, page**
The letter r is a tricky letter. It is important to be neat and even with the letter r.

Practice writing the letter r. It is important that the top of the r is defined. If it is too lumpy, it could look like a u or n.

Try writing these words: rat, race, arrive, write
The cursive letter s looks very different from a printed letter s. Follow the steps to write the letter s.

Climb to the middle. Curving line to bottom. Connect to next letter.

Practice writing the cursive letter s. Try to make the curved lines even and the loop not too thin or too wide.

Try writing these words: see, mess, lesson, glass, same, sting.
The letter o starts like the letter i - with a climb to the half-way line, but then rocks back around like the letter a. It is important to make the circle neat and even.

Like the letter w, the letter o ends on the half-way line. When combining letters, start the next letter from the half-way line. Trace the letter o combinations, remember to curve back in the second step.

**Try writing these words:** go, oat, book, pool, box, love
Follow the steps to make the letter y.

Climb to the middle  Upside down lump  Slanted line down  Curve around and up

/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\

Practice writing the cursive letter y. When you curve around and up (step 4), try to cross the slanted line down (step 3) at the bottom line.

Try writing these words: yes, yellow, stay, younger, yesterday

/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
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/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
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/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
/ \ / \ / \ / \\
The last letter is the letter z. Follow the steps to write the cursive letter z.

Curved line up
Curve all the way down
Curved line down more
Loop back and connect

Try writing these words: zoo, gaze, hazy, blaze, fuzzy, dozen